In vitro effects of the new calcium antagonist lacidipine.
The effects of lacidipine (LC), a new dihydropyridine calcium antagonist, were studied in comparison with those of nifedipine (NF) in isolated arteries of the dog (DG-AR) and isolated aorta (GP-AO), left and right atria (GP-LA, GP-RA) and ventricular papillary muscles (GP-PM) of the guinea pig. In DG-AR precontracted with high K+, LC and NF produced a concentration-dependent relaxation. The relaxant effect of LC was most potent in the basilar artery. The calcium antagonistic effects of LC was 8.7 and 2.1 times more potent than those of NF, in GP-AO and GP-LA, respectively. Thus, LC was about 4 times more selective towards vascular smooth muscles than NF. The negative chronotropic effects in GP-RA and the negative inotropic effect in GP-PM of NF were more pronounced than those of LC. NF was more potent in inhibiting the action potential of GP-PM than LC both in normal polarized and depolarized conditions. The effects of LC were long-lasting. These results suggest that LC is a potent, highly vascular-selective calcium antagonist with little cardiodepressant effects and as such may be suitable for the treatment of hypertension.